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	Part-time courses for adults

      Part-time courses for adults
  
      Part-time courses in humanities, languages, business, computing, politics and law, science and environment, and social studies.  
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We provide both classroom-based and online courses. The delivery of each course will be specified in each course description.
We will be moving to 50-51 Park Place in spring 2024.  If you have enrolled on a course with a January/February start date, please check the location of your course before you attend the first lesson. The location will be found on your confirmation.





Be inspired by our range of part-time courses at levels and times to suit you.
You can also study towards qualifications and we provide pathways to study an undergraduate degree with the university.
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        Learn a language this summer

  

      
      This summer we’re offering intensive language courses in Chinese, French, Italian, Spanish and Ukrainian. A range of levels are available from beginners to more advanced.
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Cardiff dad returns to the classroom


30 October 2023

Scott completed a Pathway to a degree at Cardiff University and is now studying a BSc in Archaeology.
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Free courses for adult learners


19 October 2023

Limited funding still available for 23/24
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Creative writing student publishes short story


18 October 2023

Sharif’s tutor at Lifelong Learning encouraged him to submit his story for publication.
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                Pathways to a degree

      

              
          We have developed a number of pathways to help you study for a degree at Cardiff University.
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                Reasons to study with us

      

              
          Find out why studying a short course with us is the right choice.
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                Funding and paying for your learning

      

              
          Schemes available and criteria required if you are looking for financial assistance.
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                How to enrol

      

              
          Find out how to enrol on your course online.

        

          









Elinor Ridout - Life Change and Progression Award winner - 2023





    
    


  
     
     Part-time courses for adults

    Part-time courses in humanities, languages, business, computing, politics and law, science and environment, and social studies.



Contact us
	Email: learn@cardiff.ac.uk
	Phone: +44 (0)29 2087 0000

 
Our location
Lifelong Learning, 21-23 Senghennydd Road, Cathays, Cardiff, CF24 4AG
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Our 2023/24 prospectus
   [image: 2023/24 Choices Prospectus]   Download our prospectus of part-time courses for 2023/24.
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